
 

 

 How Analysis & Presentation Wins in the NFL   
 

Scenario: Coaching Football 

 

How does the football team win games? Coaching players 
through consistent reviewing of game day is how a 
well-developed team wins a season. To do so the football 
team acquired a solution to present and review 
pre/post-game strategy more effectively with their players.  
The coaches need every advantage they can get to win 
games. Utilizing cutting edge video technology with an 
easy-ready to use format gives a team the clear advantage 
of unique analysis  
 
ATEN’s CM0264 is the right solution for them. It gives the 
coach a distinct advantage of being able to present footage 
in new and more effective ways. 

 ATEN Solution  Benefits 
2x4 DVI-HDMI Matrix KVMP™ Switch 

The CM0264 2x4 DVI-HDMI 
Matrix KVMP™ Switch Dual 
Display Console supports one 
DVI display and one HDMI 
display, allowing users to access 4 computers/devices 
from a single console, consisting of USB keyboard, 
USB mouse, HDMI display, and DVI display. As a USB 
hub, it permits each computer to access connected 
peripherals on a one-computer-at-a-time basis.  

Easy Content Control on dual display 
He can now call on two devices to display side by side, on two 
screens and utilize content for cross comparison.  
 
Video Matrix  
The Coach can use this function to drag windows in and out of the 
screen to display various contents on a high definition TV.  
 
Flexible Independent switching of KVM, and audio  
The coach can work on the office laptop and listen the music from 
his personal laptop 
 
Convenient 3n1 Picture-in-Picture View Mode 
A 3n1 Picture-in-Picture View mode can be displayed on the 
desktop; allowing the coach to quickly click on a choice of videos he 
wants to view from his desktop, bringing up a full screen display of 
each to easily discuss with players. 

 Solution  
Setup-1 

 

 

 

Case Study: CM0264, Coaching Football  

CM0264
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The monitor on the Coach’s 
desk and the TV on the wall 
display the main laptop’s 
desktop via CM0264.  The 
Coach can drag some 
windows, for example video, 
to the TV, so he discuss with 
the players while watching 
video on the TV 



 

 

 
Setup-2 
 

 

Main Laptop 
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The monitor on the 
Coach’s desk and the TV 
on the wall display the 
main laptop’s desktop 
through CM0264. The 
Coach can work on the 
main laptop and listen to 
music from his personal 
laptop. 
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Setup-3 
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The monitor on the Coach’s 
desk displays the Coach’s 
personal laptop and the TV 
on the wall displays the 
main laptop onto the 
monitor on his desk. He 
uses KM from CM0264 to 
access it.  
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